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Chaparral Squad
Not A Fair Choice
By Paula Easley
Lobo Sports Editor
Irregularities in the selection
process of the Chaparrals,
UNM's dance team, have sur·
faced, prompting some of the
unsuccessful candidates to claim
that "the selection was rigged."

Rock 'n 'Roll was definitely not dead at the SUB yesterday as the Planets gave a free concert
for all who wanted to listen. (Photo by Dicl' Kettlewell)

Budget Slash Could Affect
-student Financial Program
By Jana Aspin

Lobo Staff Writer
A drastic cut in National
Direct Student Loans may affect
UNM students seeking financial
aide.
If President Carter's $108
million budget slash is approved,
then 250,000 students nationwide
will be cut off the program or

750,000 student loans will be
drastically reduced.
"For sometime there's been
rumors that NDSL would be cut
off," said Lou Likovic, New
Mexico Student Loan Program's
accounting manager. "I've
been waiting for something to
happen."
But Likovic said he is not sure

Overdue Books Mean
Trouble for Students
By Terry Fletcher
Lobo Sports Writer

unreturned books until the end of
each semester."

More than 11,000 people owe
fines or overdue books to Zim·
merman Library - you may be
one of them, and if you are a
graduating senior there could be
trouble ahead.

The library sends out an
average of 1,500 overdue notices
a semester, Rollins said.
Fines for overdue books are 25
cents a day up to a maximum of
$5.

Students who owe library fines
or overdue books will not be able
to have their records or transcripts transferred to other
universities or prospective
employers.
''Five percent of our circulation
ends up in overdue books," said
circulation librarian Steve
Rollins. "The books are either
not returned 9r they're returned
late resulting in a fine. The
unusual thing is that there is no
identifiable gtoup keeping the
books out. 11
Rollins said the present
manual check·out system makes
notification for overdue hooks
more difficult.
"'l'he way it stands now, the
book call number is the only
access to the catalog of books
that have been checked out,'' he
said. "This means we cannot
notify people about late or

how t.he cut wonld affect UNM.
He said the reaSC'In for the cut
may be because of the high
default rate on the loans. Many
students consider the loan to be a
grant, he said, and just do not
pay it back.
Because of the high default rate,
the program is expensive for the
government.
"I think its cos.ting the
govemtuent a hell of a lot to loan
money at such a low interest
rate."
Likovic said that UNM
initiated an efficient collection
system in July, 1979. He said the
system is highly successful, but
he does not know how other
universities fare in this area.
"We're probably not a drop in
the bucket, .. he said.
A total of $1,700,000 has
already been allocated and
distributed to UNM students for
the period of July 1, 1980 to
March of 1981. Likovic said that
because the funds have been
distributed, the cut back will
probably not be in effect at UNM
for another year.
"I don't know how HEW
is going to cut back, whether it
will be pro-rated or not,'' he said.

If a book is not returned a bill
for the cost of the book is sent to
the person charged with taking
the book out, he said.
"The problem is that if people
get a notice and they just let it
slide by they are going to forget
about it,'' Rollins said. "The
next time they find out about it,
it turns into a big hassle because
they are trying to get records or By Debra Volsin
transcripts sent to other schools Lobo Staff Writer
'I'he search for a new dean of
or employers.''
the College of Engineering is
Graduating seniors or any underway, as a search committee
student desiring information has been formed and will hold its
about fines they may owe to the first meeting May 7.
Carman A. Bliss, dean of the
library may call the circulation
College of Pharmacy, is chairman
desk.
of the newly formed committee.
Students may find out about Other members include Roy
fees or other financial obligations Johnson, professor of civil
owed to the university by calling engineering; Frederick Ju,
of
mechanical
Student Accounting at 277 ·5363. professor

Director of Women's Athletics
Linda Estes, who sponsors the
dance squad, said the try-outs
will have to be repeated next fall
because four of the girls selected
are academically ineligible and a
UNM official was not present
during the try·outs.
Debbie Chavez, the squad's
captain, said the girls are
academically eligible and the try·
outs will not be rescheduled.

"It wasn't rigged," Chavez
said. "You're always going to
have losers, and that's that.
"The girls know (about their
grades) better than Linda,"
Chavez added.
Several unsuccesful can·
didates, who asked not to be
identified, alleged, "wrongdoings
were comii1itted. The selection
was rigged. Judges were close
friends and en1ployees of the
successful Chaparrals," they
said.

Names of the five judges are
unconfirmed. None of them could
be reached Thursday for com·
ment.
Of the 18 contestants in the
March 24-29 try·outs, eight were
selected. They are Kelly Kemper,
Annette Gonzales, Tammy Kern,
Bernadette Aragon, Cindy
Harvey, Julie Reinhardt, Cindy
Halper and Cathy Clear.

They
joined
returning
Chaparrals Dianna Argo and
Chavez to form the 10-person
unit that as&ists the Lobo
cheerleaders at football and
basketball games.
gstes said, after checking
transcripts, she found Argo,
Kemper, Aragon and Kern
academically ineligible. "The
girls running the try·outs know
what the eligibility requirements
are," said Estes.
Estes, who has run the tryouts since 1978, also said she was
not consulted about the logistics
of the try-outs.
Chavez, who ran this year's
try-outs, said she was not aware
that Estes wqs the sponsor or
that she needed to be present
during try-outs. ''We were never
told that she (Estes) had to be
there," said Chavez. "I've been
misinformed. No one ' has
bothered to tell me anything.

"The try-outs were very unfair
and the girls who didn't make the
sq\)ad were very unhappy about
The previous captain, Annette
the way things were run," said a
former Chaparral who tried out Burwinkle, said she told ChaveZc
and Argo that Estes is the
for the squad this year.
sponsor and needed to be present
Eligibility requirements for the at try-outs.
squad are the same as those for
"I don't know why we're being
varsity athletes, Estes explained
crucified,
.. Chavez said. "I don't
that candidates must be enrolled
in at least 12 hours, and maintain know why we're on the athletic
a scaled grade-point-average code, we're not on scholarships
which progressively becomes and the team isn'tcompeting. 11
higher the more hours a student
Estes expects to meet with
acquires.
Chavez on Monday to clarify the
The scale, which she described misunderstanding. Chavez said
as· "pretty closet'' begins with a she hopes to meet with Estes
today.
1.62 GPA and ends with a 1.9.

Engineering Dean Hunt to Begin
engineering; Peter Dorato,
and chairman of
electrical
and
computer
engineering; David Kauffman,
associate professor of chemical
and nuclear engineering; Donald
Morrison,
professor
and
chairman of computer science;
Phil Martinez, UNM regent;
Herb Fernandez, a UNM
engineering alumni and Carol
Jones, a UNM juniormajoringin
chemical engineering.
Bliss said the 9-member
profe~sor

committee at its first meeting

will set up the basic ground rules
for the dean search, including
establishing equal en1ployment
opportunity procedures, making
a general job description for
advertising purposes and listing
qualities that will be looked for in
anew dean.
While the search is conducted,
Gerald May, currently the
college's associate dean 1 will be
the interim dean for the College
of Engineering,

,
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National Briefs
Still Questions
About Winner
NEW YOUK (UPl) - Runner
Rosie Ruiz, often breaking into
tearf!, today denied she had
ch1•ated to become the top woman
finisher in last Monday's Boston
Marathon.
"I'm not hruilty," Miss Ruiz,
·who won~ her winning medal
around her nl'ck, told a packed
nt.>ws conference at Manhattan's
Summit Hotel.
Jacqueline Gareau of Mon·
treal. who placed S(~concl in t.he
wnmC>n's division, flew to Boston
today. saying she had been
summoned to mt'(>t with race
organizers.
However,
the marathon'g
dirl'ctor denied having asked her
t0 rome.
At the news conference, Miss
Rulz said she would fight to keep
the medal if race officiala decided
to take it away from her.
Sobbing, she said she was
willing to take a lie detector test
to prove she hadn't cheated.
"I would be willing to submit
to anything," she said.
However, she rejected an offer
of $1,000 from a New York
newspaper to run another 26-mile
marathon within a half hour of
her Boston time.

Reduced Inflation
May Come Soon
WASHINGTON (UPI)
President Carter today said there
will be a substantial reduction in
the inflation rate this summer, if
OPEC withholds major price
hikes, and claimed some progress
already has been made in slowing
inflation.
Carter met with represen·
tatives of the metal and metal
products industry and praised
them for their price restraint and
told them, "My request to you is
to continue your responsible
attitude."
"We'll have a substantial
reduction in the inflation rate this
summer'' as long as there are no

t~Maybe

;;~---

We have a
THEORY
at Dataco ...

byUPI

major price increases by the Congress Thursday to reject
Organization of Petroleum President Carter's proposal to
Exporting Countries, Carter give utilities billions in federal
said.
grants if they switch electrical
"We arc making some production facilities from oil to
progress" in controlling inflation, coal.
he said, pointing to reductions in
While spokesman for the
interest rates by some banks.
utilities said they need grants to
Earlier this week, the Labor make such an expensive switch,
Department reported the con· environmentalists told a Senate
sumer price index rose 1.4 environment subcommittee the
percent in March - the third firms should b~ given loans
straight month the index has instead.
increased by that amount and
Carter has asked utilities to
equal to an annual inflation rate switch to coal as part of his plan
of 18.1 percent.
to reduce American dependence
on foreign oil, and has proposed
legislation to help them finan·
cially.
Samuel
Huntington,
vice
president of the New England
Electric System, generally
supported the president's plan,
but Richard Ayres, speaking for
the Natural Resources Defense
KEY WEST, Fla. - Cuban Council, said the grants would be
exiles in a tattered armada of "a massive federal bailout."
bought, begged and borrowed
boats battled the sea between
Cuba and Florida Thursday,
bringing their friends and
relatives to freedom for fees as
high as $50,000 despite threats
and warnings from Washington.
Iran warned today it would
Frank Veliz, manager of the close the Persian Gulf to all oil
Key West city port, estimated exports if the United States
late Thurday that 1,500 boats again threatens to mine Iranian
had been put into the water at the outlets to the strategic water·
city marina since 8 a.m. Wed· way.
nesday, when the frantic sealift
Foreign Minister Sadegh
of refugees from the Peruvian Ghotbzadeh said in an interview
embassy in Havana began. if the United States continues its
Scores more put to sea from threat to mine the Gulf, "Iran
Marathon, 50 miles east of Key would close the Gulf and not
West in the Florida Keys.
allow a drop of crude oil to be
"They've been steady, one exported."
right after another," Veliz said.
Ghotbzadeh was quoted by
By nightfall Thursday, the Tehran Radio which was
unofficial count showed 14 boats monitored by the British
had made the 90-mile trip to the Broadcasting Corp. in London.
pickup port at Marie!, Cuba, and
The Persian Gulf carries nearly
back to Key West. They had all of the Arab world's oil to the
brought in an unofficial total of West, including that of Saudi
899 refugees.
Arabia and the Gulf States. A
The State Department in blockade of the strategic, 24·
Washington threatened fines and mile-wide Strait of Hormuz at the
jail sentences for boat captains bottom entrance of the Gulf
bringing in undocumented aliens. would cut much of the U.S. oil
imports.
Ghotbzadeh did not indicated
how Iran would close the
waterway.
In Tehran, it was reported the
Iranian government has been
presented with an American
family's proposal for an Iranian·
WASHINGTON (UPI)
American conference aimed at
Environmentalists
asked resolving the hostage crisis.

Exiles Beach
On Florida Shore

Iran threatens
To Block Exports

"Service plus Quality equals
' Customer Satisfaction!" And
we work at proving this theory
7 days a week at Dataco.

.·

W£ OFFER TEACHING & CLASSROOM AIDS SUCH AS
COLOR COPYING OF

GRAPHS •CHARTS •35mm SLIDES •COl-OR PRINTS
T·SHIRT TRANSFERS • OVERHEAD PROJECTION
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American

Cancer

Society

Corner of lomas NE & University Pr"lntlngtcop~ing
Albuquerque, NM 87106/243·2841
end mailing

Pre-inventory

"End of fiscal year"

Sale
Until April 30

Hi-Fi-Commerciai-Pro

i
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Up to 50o/o off
Special system prices
with AIWA, Advent, KEF,
Phase research, Mcintosh, Yamaha

Up to 25~o off
For 30 years your quality dealer
near UNM
3011 Monte Vista NE
(E. of UNM near Girard on Central NE)

255-1694
Aileen & Herb Briggs

1•.

Texas Instruments

'

advanced slide rule
calculator with programmability
Tl-55

Environmentalists
Reject Coal Offer

reg. $40.00
student net price
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATE!>

ceremonies.
At most colleges, graduates
wear academic gowns and caps to
the ceremonies. Traditionally,
gowns are long, black and full·
flowing. A skullcap attached to a
stiff square piece . called a
motarboard has a tassel dangling
from the center. In addition to
the cap and gown, a college
graduate wears a cape or hood
that is lined with colored silk and
trimmed with velvet.

Both cap and gown are pat·
terned after European academic
dress. The cut of the robe and its
sleeves, as well as its trimming,
American
educational
in· indicate various academic
stitutions still have many of the degrees. The color of the hood
indicates the school that con·
European graduation customs.
The commencement ceremonies ferred the degree. The velvet
are usually divided into two binding· of the hood indicates the
graduate's field of study. The
special
graduation
ceremonies-baccalaureate tassel may be black or the color
that 'represents the graduate's
and commencement.
field.
The baccalaureate cilremony,
The costume implies that the
usually held on Sunday, is
students
are individuals of
essentially a religious service at
which a sermon is delivered to the learning, dignity and maturity,
who are not affected by passing
graduates.
fads and changing tastes.
On graduation day, earned and
honorary degrees are given out in
the commencement exercise and
there is frequently an address by
a public figure.

Although many speakers
intend only to give good advice,
others take the opportunity to
issue statements on the arts or
politics and world affairs. Some
speeches have achieved fame in
their own right. In 1947, at a
. Harvard University com·
mencement, Secretary of State
George C. Marshall introduced
his plan for economic cooperation
to
rebuild Europe- -the
Marshall Plan.
The custom of wearing a
distinctive dress for academic
ceremonies dates back to the
Middle Ages when people's dress
depicted their social class. The
clergy was the literate class and
thus early academic costume was
that of the church. · A heavy
gown, usually black or dark
brown, seems to have been worn
at all times. Hoods and caps
were also necessary during
European winters because the
buildings where scholars lived,
studied and taught were cold.

Some of the many faces of a rock singer are displayed by Denise DeBreezie of the Planets
during a free concert at the .SUB Thursday. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

Mountaineer to show slides
Christy Tews, a. member of the
American Women's Himalayan
expedition to Annapura, will
present a free slide lecture
Monday, April28, at 7:30p.m. in
the SUB Ballroom.
The October 1978 expedition
was the first time any woman or
any American had climbed
Annapura, the world's lOth
highest mountain. Two mem·
bers, Vera Komarkova and Irene
Miller, accompanied by Sherpas

Jd751
~

Hours: M•F 8:00·5:30
401 Wyoming NE
Sat. a:ra_o_·4_:a_o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...:2::::-&s-7981
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Pianist

JanCi

Grooms. Today in

'l<ellcr Hal1. Free,
friday Af1crnooi1 Coffee - Poet, novelist lind
storyteller Carol Betge wilt discuss H1'he Area Det·
ween Poetry and Ptosc." Today, 1:30PM in lhe

Honors Center Lounge, Humanities 120.
UNM Mountoln Club -· Climbing School m..u
Saturday and Sunday, Apri1 26, 27 at Lobo Statue
south ot Johnson Oym at SAM.
KVNM "lnlierVIewn - tnterview with aryan
Burdick• Antstic" bircctot of the· Vortex 'theatre.
Saturday, Apri126, ll AM.
Senior Rtclf•' Violinist Etic T. WiUiams.

Saturday, April26, 4 PM in Keller \tall.
S.nlor Rtcltol - Composer Magdalen Luecke,
Saturday, April26, 8:15PM in keller \tall.
.Junior Retllol- \llollnfsl Andrew Emmett. Sunday,
April27,4 PM In Keller Hall.

the climb through storms,
avalanches and the loss of the
second summit team two days
later.
A memorial fund has been
established in the names of Vera
Watson and Alison Chadwick·
Onyszkiewicz,
The lecture is sponsored by the
University of Albuquerque
physical education department,
numerous UNM organizations
and local merchants.

and

presents

ree
irt

~~·
Senior Reclt•l -

Mingma Tshering and Chewang
Ring<~ing, reached the summit of
Annapura 1 at26, 545 feet.
The lecture will include some of
the slides that appeared with ax)
article that appeared in the
March 1979 issue of National
Geographic.
The lecture will introduce
members of the expedition and
briefly cover the trek through
Nepal to the mountain's base
camp, then trace the progress of

eneral Stores

Early American colleges and
universities followed the same
dress
customs. American
students liked caps and gowns as
a
simple, . dignified and
economical dress for graduation

TI-55.
slide
b' · · Versatile
f
• . rule calcultltor
•
•and "IIO\"• to" b oo k com·
l?ati?n or stabshcal and mathematical problem solvingWith s1mple programmability.
Advanced Tl-55 capabilities include programming, plus a unique
blend of hardware and ~oftware support features. Easily handles
al~ost any mathematiCal operation, from logarithms and
tngonometry to more advanced statisticnl problems. E~sv-to
understand 140-page Calculator Decision Making sourcebo k
shows yo~ how to use the power of statistics financral
mathematics, an~ programma~ility in making bette; decisions
whate~er your. fiel~ o~ professiOn, Stcp·by-stcp examples cove;
analyz1~g relabonshq>S m d~ta verifying quality and performance
me~sur.mg .change, forecastmg trends, testing research claims and
proJectmg mvestment returns.
''

HDLMAN1 S,
THIS SPACE CONTJ.IWT"ED A9 A PUMIC SEIMCE

Graduation exercises were first
held by European universities of
the Middle Ages. In the early
universities, commencement
exercise signified that the
graduate was recognized by his
profession and was ready to
· commence teaching.

B;W COPIES-STUDENTS & FACUL TY-3Y.tf (with I. D.)

go

The five most
dangerous
words in the
English
language.

By Penelope Wronski
Lobo Correspondent
Commencement is the occasion
at colleges and universities on
which students receive a degree
in recognition of having completed a perscribed course of
study.

~

it will
away!'

Graduate Ceremony
Is an Ancient Practice

this Saturday April 26 get a free General Store,
KRST t-shirt with any $3.00 purchase
(limit one per customer)

en era
111 Harvard SE

to res
8117 Menaul NE
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Editorial
Some Needed Respect
So why is New Mexico so
popular as a site of large-scale
experiments? And why is it that the
native peoples of New Mexico so
frequently bear the brunt of the
negative impacts of energy
development and enjoy so few of
its benefits?
Perhaps that is changing, but let
us not celebrate prematurely.
Remember that the scope and
purpose of the WIPP project has
changed about every six months
since its conception several years
ago.
There is probably no department
of the Federal government that is
more highly skilled at bureaucratic
maneuvering and obfuscation than
the Department of Energy. If there
is a way to construct that
geothermill plant, they will find it,
Also, over half of the electricity and they will certainly not let the
gone rated in New Mexico is sanctity of Indian lands interfere.
transfered out of the state. We • Let us hope that the Pueblos will
must surely ask if such develop- be able
preserve their sacred
mont might not better serve the lands, and that the harmonious
energy needs of the large nature of their religion may serve as
population centers in Colorado and a foundation for meeting our
California if it was located nearer energy needs without destroying
the areas of greatest need.
the source of that energy.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

For once, the U.S, Department
of Energy is acting like it may
actually give some long-overdue
respect to the rights of the native
peoples of New Mexico.
In the DOE's decision to stall
construction of the geothermal
power plant near Jemez Springs,
officials are citing at least cursory
attention to the fact that the power
plant will interfere greatly with the
religious practices of all19 Pueblos.
Geothermal energy has much
potential as a future source of
electricity and experimental
development should certainly take
place.
But the Rocky Mountains are
fairly littered with possible sites for
neothermal energy development,
as is much of the Pacific coast.

to

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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Letters
Editorial Termed 'Hysterical Outburst'
Editor:
I was disappointed in the editorial
you printed on Tuesday, Apri122. It
was a sample of something you
would expect in a Lubbock Journal
editorial, but not a college
newspaper. We've been hearing
these same hysterical outburst
about the 'dread Bolsheviks' for
more than 60 years, and I think it's
starting to grate on everyones
nerves. It was quite clear that you
put very little coherent thought into
your 'quiet moment alone.'
You're right about one thing
though, war scares the hell out of
most people. But apparently it
doesn't scare the Lobo one bit. .A
well considered criticism of the
Soviet Union's actions is one thing,
but a hysterical call to action is
quite another. It frankly mystifies
me that anyone supposedly familiar
with American history would
criticize Soviet aggression and in
the same breath with the Monroe
Doctrine back into an active life.
Using the past history of the United
States in an essay critical of the
imperialist policies of the Soviet
Union is not well considered to say
the least.
Every year since World War II,
we've had tO sit through in-

terminable statistics blitzes from
the Pentagon about how much
more firepower they need to fight
the 'Soviet Threat;' and every year
they get voted millions more for
new, more powerful ways to
butcher people. In addition, every
four years we have to listen to
posturing presidential hopefuls yell
about who is tougher on the

Russians~ (Qui es mas macho?).
Sadly, the kind of journalism we
saw on Tuesday fits right in with
the rest of the jingoistic
editorializing practiced by too many
of the media hacks during these
periods; playing catch-up with the
generals and politicians.

-Jonathan King

Senator Apologizes to BSU
Editor:
This letter concerns the Black
Student Union meeting April
23,1980.
The Lobo, on April 23, ran an
article regarding the dissatisfaction
of some students with Dr. Harold
Bailey, director of Afro-American
Studies. The Lobo stated that,
according to one source, the Black
Student Union meeting scheduled
to deal with the matter was public.
On the same matter, a member
of the Black Student Union came
before the ASUNM Senate on April
23, requesting the presence and
support of the Senate at the Black
Student Union meeting to be held
that night.

I attended the Black Student
Union meeting with four other
ASUNM Senators, three of which
belonged to the Black Student
Union. Shortly after the Lobo and
the Albuquerque Journal were
dismissed, the request was made to
me by a BSU member, that the
ASUNM Senator not belonging to
the Black Student Union and
myself should leave. During our
visit we were neither recognized
nor introduced.
I would like to say that I obviously misread the BSU member's
request, and tat I apologize for my
intrusion.

Pressure Workshop Given
"Handling Time Pressure" is the
topic of a workshop sponsored by
Mastercare, the non-profit medical
plan available to UNM employees.
The workshop is scheduled for
Tuesday from 7 to 10 p.m. in the
George Savage Auditorium at the

Presbyterian Professional Building,
201 Cedar SE.
For advance reservations or more
information call 247-0361. There is
a $2 fee for the workshop,
Mastercare members are admitted
free.

WASHINGTON - Rep. John
Anderson, insisting he not going to
be a political spoiler, launched an
Independent presidential candidacy
Thursday to give voters a "honest
alternative" to President Carter and
Ronald Reagan.
Illinois
congressman
The
dropped out of the Republican
presidential contest, releasing his
56 delegates, returning $307,000 in
unspent federal campaign funds
and launching $12 million campaign
as a "national unity" candidate.
"I think the time has come in the
history of the American republic to
put country ahead of party," he
said.
In his announcement speech,
Anderson blasted Carter for his
"total inability to chart a clear,
common sense economic policy
that is capable of arresting our
omestic economic decline," and
aid Reagan is a "dangerous" man
'largely wedded to the past.''
Anderson left open the possibility
ne would abandon his independent
effort if he cannot raise the needed
funds or succeed in the com-

plicated process of getting on
enough state ballots to be elected.
In the candidate debate Wednesday night, Reagan called
Anderson's potential candidacy a
"disaster" if it resulted in throwing
the election into the House of
Representatives.
And GOP challenger George
Bush said he did not beliive
Anderson's candidacy - "after an
initial flurry (would) make that
much difference."
Both agreed the independent
would attract more Democratic
than Republican voters.
Although he has not won any
Republican primaries, Anderson
drew votes from across the political
spectrum in states where independents and Democrats were
allowed to cross party Jines.
Prospects of his independent
candidacy has worried both parties
because of his ability to draw
moderate and liberal support across
the board.
But Anderson faces severe
problems getting on the ballot in
many states and he will be denied
the $29.4 million in federal campaign aid that automatically goes to
the Republican and Democratic
contenders.
He already has missed the
deadline for getting on the ballot in
Ohio, New Mexico, Maine,
Maryland and Kentucky with a
combined total of 65 of the 538·
electoral votes.
"I am not a spoiler," Anderson
told a news conference. "If I

thought for one minute I was
simply a divisive voice in this
country rather than offering an
honest alternative to the American
people, I would not be on this
platform."
He said he could not accept the
idea that his candidacy would send
the decision to the House of
Representative, which only once
before in history had to decide a
presidential election when no
candidate got a majority of the
electoral votes.
Anderson said he would pick a
running mate "in timely fashion,"
and denied specifically he had
offered the vice presidency to Sen.
Daniel Moynihan, D-N. Y. Labeling
his campaign a "national unity
movement" he said his top advisors
would include both Democrats and
Republicans.
While he said he was maintaining
his membership in the Republican
Party, he would not say whether he
would serve as a Republican
president if elected.
The liberal Americans for
Democratic Action criticized
Anderson, saying he is trying to
"masquerade" as a liberal even
though he supported the Vietnam
War and voted against tho
Humphrey-Hawkins full om·
ployment act.
The Citizens Party, which has
nominated Barry Commoner for
president, hailed Anderson's
decision as "an important signal of
the viability of independent political
action in the 1980's.''

os

-Anne- Margaret Fullilove
-ASUNM Senator
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Anderson Not Political 'Spoiler'
Says He Is a 'Honest Alternative
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Election Records Available
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Smith :1uid he ow!m a big
"thank you" to Charles Coates,
assiHtant professor of journalism.
Ile said that. Coates helped bring
his broadca!Jting talent to the
surface.
"I think it's important to keep
trying if you really want
something," Smith said.
The two students will attend a
dinner May 10 of the NMBA
where they will be considered for
summer jobs in broadcasting.

Barnhart currently works in
news production atKGGM·TV.
"'fhe money will help pay the
nmt and buy some groceries,"
Smith said. He covers UNM
women's softball for the
Allmqul'r(]ILt' .Joumal and was a
r;porLfi writer for the Lobo for the
past t hr!'e yparfl.

Barnhart wants to be placed in
a television studio and work as a
news reporter. Smith wants to
work with Jim Boggio in sports
atKOAT·TV.
"I was planning on trying to
get an internship there anyway,"
he said.

By .Jmw A•1pin
H.ubu ht.eff Wrill'r
Th•• N I'W Mt•xi<'o Broadcaster's
AH!HH'iat inn awarded $1000

.'i('holarships to two UNM
journaliNm 1-1tudents.
Mark Smith and Debbie
Barnhart wen~ both pleased and a
hit ~urprised about the news.
"I found out from other
st.udlmts," Barnhart said. ''I
didn't know whether to believe it

ll()USE
C~Hl~C~K,

INC.
Fully Bonded

Are you going out of town? Let HOUSE
CHECK, INC. give your home signs of life
while you're gone. HOUSE CHECK,
INC. will water your plants, feed and tend
to animals, collect mail and paper, check
surroundings, lock-up and leave only to
tetum in the evening and repeat your
I lOUSE CHECK.
CALL 255-6242 for ARRANGEMENTS

Candidates for public office in
Bernalillo County can obtain
statistics on previous elections
from UNM's Division of
Government Research.
"Many of the candidates have
thought about and possibly
gathered previous eltlction
statistics, and I '11 bet they found
that gathering those statistics
was very frustrating," said
Robert U. Anderson, director of
the division.
The Division of Government
Research, one of the public
service arms of the University
since 1945, has built a computer
data base over the past eight
years on political demographic

Mark Smith

statistics at the precinct level in
Bernalillo County.
"We pay attention to election
statisLics," Anderson said. "We
provide full information for each
precinct
about
registration,
turnout, ethnicity and voting
behavior for the last five elections.

Arts
·Institute Receives
National Award
The UNM Institut~;> for
Environmental Education (lEE)
has received a special award of
recognition from the National
Endowment for the Arts.

"More and more, candidates
find that statistics such as these
help them plan their campaigns,"
The precinct statistics are
available for $10 a House
District, $20 a Senate District,
$35 a County Conunission
District and $65 for all of Ber·
nalillo County.

Art education and architecture
Professor Anne Taylor, codirector of the institute, said lEE
will be featured in a new
publication of the Design Arts
Program of the national en,dowment.

National Environmental Agenda for 80s
Conference Will Convene in New Mexico
New Mexico's and the nation's
environmental agendas for the
1980s will be discussed here
during the national conference of
the National Association for
Environmental Education
scheduled for May 23-29.

organization.
State residents
may attend the conference at a
reduced fee of $5. All sessions
will be held in Hokona Hall at
UNM.
"Educators from all over the
U.S. will be here to meet with us
to clarify approaches to environmental education and
t£>chniques for carrying out our
goals, Rosner said. We need to
establish a sensible en·
vironmental agenda for the

The conference sponsored in
cooperation with the New Mexico
Association for Environmental
Education will feature sessions
on underground disposal of
radioactive material, energy
development in the Four Corners 1980s."
region, cultural and spiritual
perspectives on Native American
He said many educators and
land and energy development, government agencies have been
transportation and mobility in working in isolation from one
the 1980s.
another toward the same environmental objectives.
"It is very important for more
and more people to understand
"NMAEE has helped put these
the need for developing and people in touch with each other
promoting value systems that and with the public," he said.
will protect our state's rich "We want environmental
natural environment. Having education to be given official
this national conference in New status on the state and local
Mexico is a good way to help levels. We'd like to see teacher
people from other areas of the preparation
and
general
nation understand the beauty, education in New Mexico
potential and significance. of the brought in line with the growth. in
Southwest," Hy Rosner of environmental sensitivity that
NMAEEsaid.
has taken place throughout the
state."
NMAEE is the only state

NMAEE is to lobby the state
education department to require
that teacher education curricula
at state colleges and universities
include at least one environmental education course.

By Leslie Donovan
Lobo Staff Writer

Among speakers at the
national conference will be
Barbara Blum, associate director
of the federal Evironmental
Protection Agency, physicist
Amory Block Lovins and New
Mexico Governor Bruce King.

Music in motion springs across
time and space this weekend with
Springtimespace, a new UNM
dance presentation featuring the
uniquely different choreographic
works of four UNM dance
professors.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~f~fi~h~·a~t=e-~o~f:_~t:h~e:_~n~a~t~i~on~·~al~-A~m~o~n~g~~th~e:_~p~r~o~j_:e:ct~s~~o~f classroom teachers.

NEW MUSIC

Double cross
the common crowd.

at the

KiMo Theater
IN CONCERT
April26; 8:00p.m.·
DAVID MOSS,
percussion

TOM GURALNICK,

DOSEQUIS

The uncommon import
with two X\ for a name.

reeds

STEVEFELD,
brass

April27, 8:00p.m.·
FRED FRITH,
guitar

BOB OSTERTAG,
synthesizer
A special demonstration/workshop will be held Satur·
day 11 am·2pm. All artist~ will participate. Concert tickets are $5, $4
for students and seniors, at1kllel·
master and the door.

A current lEE project, fundt'd
by the National Endowmtmt for
the Arts, is a survey of
Albuquerque
neighborhood
residents t() evaluate the asthetic
quality of buildings in their
communities.

Lighting, set design and choreography work together in a new production of Springtimespace.
(Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

Other
projects
include
establishment of a central
clearinghouse for environmental
education information and
development of a resource center
for teachers to get materials and
information for the classrooms.

A special environmental
studies workshop will be held
May 23 through May 25 at
Hummingbird Camp in Jemez
Springs in conjuction with the
conference. Another workshop,
titled "Of Democracy, Truth and
Courage," will also be held May
23 through May 25 at UNM.
Conducted by R. Thomas Tanner
of Iowa State University, the
workshop is designed for

EstahliRhed in 1H7'7. tlw l !';!•;
was found~d to engah"(' in
tmining, researeh and servit'P
draling with Llw quality of t.lw
built environment. and its t•fft•t~tH
on human behavior, Taylor !mit!.

Choreography Featured in Space
"Estudias," a flamenco
number choreographed by Eva
Encinias to the music of Cuban
classical composer Leo Brouwer

rounds out Springtimespace's
diversity of musical motion ..
(Continued on page 11)

Usually music precedes motion
- not so in a piece by dance
chairman and Springtimespace
coordinator, Jennifer Predock,
called "4 mos., mos."
In this work,
companiment by
and Paul Hindes
from the base
choreography.

a musical ac·
Gail Springer
was developed
of Predock's
FRI·SAT:
CASABLANCA
(Sat. 3:45) 7:30
PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM
(Sat. 5:45) 9:30

Predock described "4 mos.,
mos." as a "work-in-progress"
that deals with "oppositions and
relationships."

Fri·Sat Midnight

"Basically through im·
provisation, the students have
been working to develop their
own movements and we've been
basing it on relationships - the
relationships of people to en·
vironments, to elements and to
each other," she said.

94 ROCK Presents

The Rocky Horror
Picture Shaw

u

Extensive
lighting
and
technical effects by 'fheatre Arts
professor John Malolepsy add
new
dimension
to
such
relationships, Predock said.

N
I
0
N

Malolepsy said a special "light
curtain" with movable panels
creates a "flowing environment
that works with the dancers,
Constantly changing to match the
mood of the movement.''

s
u

Using music by Claude
Bolling, Jon Cristofori mixes
classical and jazz elements in his
three section piece "Bolling.''

T

Cristofori said "Bolling" is a
"melange or suite of dances"
consisting of ragtime, waltz and
Greek hora style vignettes.
In "Catch As Catch Can," a
contemporary ten part dance bY.
Lee Connor, 12 students not only
dance but sing French and
Elizabethan rounds.

B
H

E

A
Tonight, Fri. April 25, 7:00,.9:15 &,11 :~0
Dustin Hoffman and Valer1e Perrme m

T
E

LENNY

R

SUN·MON:
HARDER THEY COME
(Sun. 3:30) 7:30
BLACK ORPHEUS
(Sun. 5:30) 9:30

DOK :lin' NCHO'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E. /247-4414

Sat. April26, 7:00 & 9:15
Gene Kelly in

AN AMERICAN IN PARIS

•
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Baboon to Seek Presidency
BY Sh~>rl'y Clancy
J,oho ArtB Writer
In thi" p],•dion year, presidential candidates
would do well to ask themselves the question railled
by author William H. Burroughs, "Who in his right
mind would want u job like that'/''
Tlw Hlim, palu-complected, gray-haired
BurrnUt{hfJ amu~wd a select crowd of about 300 in
ONM'H Woodwurd Hall W1~dnesday night.
Invuldng laughter at every tum of a page,
Burmughll read passages from both published and
unpub!iHht•d works.

With a straight face and in a scratchy, canvoice, Burroughs recited outraged views
on tlw pr<'sidency, the pentagon, the supreme
<>ourt, narcotics agents and the like. In reference to
tht• dedsion by the U.S. to drop the A-bomb on
Hiroshima, Burroughs stated, ''Nobody does more
ham1 than those who feel bad about doing it."
t.akerou~

Although he rf'peatedly made fun of the roles of
public offkials. he did admit to one political
aspiration. That was to be the Commissioner of
Hunitat,ion of the City of St. Louis, or the "Sultan
ofHm•J(•rs" ar-1 h1' termed it.

from the Lexington Federal Narcotics
Rehabilitation Center recounted the capers of the
"Do-rights" and the "Do-wrongs." When asked
ubout their feelings about the American flag, a
"Do-wrong" would reply, "Soak it in heroin and
I '11 suck it."
Burroughs elicited more laughter when he read
aloud from "In Last Resort, the Truth," a piece
about a purple-assed baboon who runs for
president of the U.S. He also read excerpts from
his unpublished book The Gay Gun, as well as a
piece called '"rwilight's Last Gleaming," in which
the infamous character, Dr. Benway, was
originally introduced. Dr. Benway got his start as
the quack doctor of a sinking ship whose captain
dressed in lady's clothes and jumped into a
lifeboat.
By the end of the evening, the audience was
obviously in a state of good humor and called
Burroughs back for more. He responded by
reading from one of his early successful books, The
Naked Lunch.

Save those new 10 oz. cans
They can be worth
Author William Burroughs wonders who would want the job
anyway. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

Act II Saves Christie's Play

Burroughs gave a somewhat rambling view of
his literary talents Wednesday night, but it was
nonetheless hilariously enjoyable. Here's hoping
that Burroughs continues to "explore new frontiers
of depravity."

By Judy Wells
speech and gets royally drunk,
Lobo Arts Writer
promising a more exciting Act II.
Mt•andt>rin•~ mindfully through various brands
"I should have never come on
of rt•alit.y and fantasy, Burrough's narrations
this cruise!" exclaims Miss
Once the shooting begins the
n•f!Peh•d many of his own experiences. His legends
Ffoliot-Ffoulkes
indignantly plot thickens and Murder on the
after two murders have occurred Nile becomes quite a good play.
on the paddle steamer Lotus. Jan Pinnell is excellent as Kay
Unfortunately, this is exactly Mostyn, the beautiful (but soon
how
I felt after Act I of the to be murdered) heiress, even in
'l'h(J New Mexico Arts Com- Awards in previous years include may submit nominations by May
Tiffany
Playhouse production of slow Act I. Her elegant
misfJion, in cooperation with Georgia O'Keeffe, Frank Waters, 31 to the New Mexico Arts
( ;overnor Bruce King, is seeking Laura Gilpin, John 0. Crosby, Division, 113 Lincoln Avenue, Agatha Christie's Murder on the costumes, as well as those of
Jacqueline de Severac, enchance
nominations for recipients of the Andrew Dasburg, Eliot Porter, Santa Fe, 87501. Letters of Nile last Saturday night.
their characters. Lorene Mervis,
HPwnth Annual Governor's Yoshimi Takeda, Maria Mar· nomination must include a
Except
for
the
swirling,
as
crotchety, demanding Miss
Award11 for excellence and tinez, Peter Hurd, Raymond complete biography or resume
and
humorous
presence
of
chaotic
Ffoliot-Ffoulkes,
and her niece
achievementR in the arts.
J ohnsou and Maria Benitez.
and a statement of why the
Arab
beadsellers,
played
by
the
Christina,
played
by 15 year old
nominee is deserving of this
Joseph
Speer
and
Jeffrey
Highland High student Janet
Artists who have received the Any individual or organization
recognition.
Hudson, there is no action to Brugge, also put in fine per·
engage the audience in Act I of formances. Edward Luhn's crisp
Murder on the Nile. We are only portrayal of the wily Arab
introduced to the cast of cruise Steward is convincing and gets
characters through a series of many laughs.
conversations they have with
each other.
The real fun in Murder on the
Nile is trying to figure out who
I
have
seen
good killed the heiress. Is it Dr.
Shakespearean actors and ac· Bessner,
the
wild-eyed
tresses deliver the most com· psychiatrist from an obscure
plicated lines, filled with poetry European nation, played with
and plot, in a way which still frantic intensity by Joe Schaffer?
Lensic Theatre· Santa Fe, New Mexico
convinced me they were holding a Is it Louise (Donna Jojola), Kay
vital conversation with each Mostyn's flirtatious French maid
other. The Christie cast has the who seems to resent her? Is it
April26 & 27
difficult task of outlining a Smith (Anthony Francis), the
complicated plot through con- fake Communist worker, in
versations in Act I, but they cahoots with Dr. Bessner? Is it
never
convince me they are really Kay's red-haired, fortune·
for all events,
talking
with each other.
hunting husband Simon (Charles
including:
H. Pike)? Or is it good old Canon
The main character is Canon Pennefather
himself,
Kay's
Pennefather, clergyman·sleuth, guardian, who wants her money
played by Gus Hoeller. Though to build the New Jerusalem?
Saturday
Sunday
he looks and talks like a genuine
"man of the cloth", he delivers
10:am Orson Welles' CITIZEN KANE
10am: Luis Bunuel's L'AGE D'OR
If you can get through that
3pm: TOP DOG, a new film from Poland
his lines with little feeling and in first act and you like thrillers,
12pm: William Fraker· in person
7pm: RETURN OF THE SECAUCUS SEVEN
director of LONE RANGER
a rather monotonous tone. His you will enjoy Murder on the
a new film from the U.S.
3pm: VENGEANCE IS MINE
pacing in Act I slows the entire Nile. The foreign accents of the
9:30pm: Chuck Jones· in person!
new exotic film from Japan
cast down, and thus his line characters - Arabic, British,
(animator•creator of Bugs Bunny,
7pm: RADIO ON
"Some people think clergymen French, German, and Scottishthe Roadrunner, etc:}
new hip film from England
are
bad luck on a boat!" becomes add to the fun.
11:30pm: WITHOUT LIMITS
9:30pm: Michelangelo Anton ion I- in person
an
ironic
on his part in the play.
outrageous new film from Mexico
director of: BLOW-UP,
Murder on the Nile plays
THE PASSENGER, L'AVVENTURA
All is not lost, however! Joan Friday and Saturday nights at 8
Tejada, as Jacqueline de Severac, through May lOth at the Tiffany
Tickets available to UNM students only at Ticketmaster at the SUB &
the crazy, jilted fiancee of Simon Playhouse, 321! Central N.E.
Popejoy.
Mostyn,
takes a gun out of her Tickets may be obtained through
Prooram su
to ch
purse. She delivers a wild-eyed Ticket Master or at the door.

Nominations Sought for Arts Awards

The First Santa Fe Festival of

New
New

Fatso's Subs

Pasta
Salads
Hours
Mon-Fri Sam to 9pm Vegetarian
Meals
Sat-Sun Noon to 8pm
Next to McDonalds
Deserts
255-3696
Breakfast

o coupon necessary
Specials Daily
Meat Sub Combo French Fries and drink $1.99
Spaghetti MeatballDinner.Jncludes salad and
narlic bread $1.89
Any Hot Dinner Includes salad and garlic bread $2.19
tasamitu eggplant parmesan ravioli with '"~;:uu1utt

··*
You've seen announcements
about the ~~cans for College
Education" Program •.. and
Now it's here! Anheuser-Busch is introducing

a new 10 ounce can. To introduce you to this new
package, we've set up a special program of activities
that will let you get FREE gifts and your school earn
up to thousands of dollars in needed scholarship
funds. Every 10 oz. can turned in will be recycled, and
the money earned will be donated to the UNM
General Scholarship Fund.

Here's all you have to do ...
Free Gifts for You Save new 10 ounce
Budweiser:Natural Light, Michelob®and Michelob
Light®cans. Then, each Monday, Wednesday or Friday
beginning April25 bring them to one ofthe Redemption Centers located ·at Frontier Restaurant, Lobo

Campus Phannacy, and Golden Fried Chicken
(Lomas Blvd.) between 12 noon and 5 p.m. You'll be
able to exchange the cans for your choice of fun and
valuable gifts from T,.shirts to beach towels.

ucans for College" Vans If you can't
make it to the Redemption Centers, special ttCans for
College Education'' Vans will be stopping at fraternities, sororities and other campus locations Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays starting April25 from
11:30-4:30 p.m.

Here's how many cans you need
for each gift:
Beach Towel
T,.Shirt
Visor
Giant Labels

24 Poster
18 BudMan
12 Frisbee
A

6
6
6
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Director McCarty Enthused
About Heading Lobo Club
UNM ENEROY CONSERVATION PROORAM

SWAN LAGER
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By Paula Easley
Lobo Sports Editor
George McCarty, the new
executive director of the UNM
Lobo Club, has only been at his
new job for a week, but he can
not be accused of not having
spirt.
McCarty is enthused about
being at UNM and said that the
program here has a tremendous
image and with good credibility
and the program has unlimited
potenitial.
The Lobo Club is UNM's
official fundraising club. The
Lobo Club raises money with
contributions from club mem·
hers. Donations range from $25
to a lifetime club membership of
$30,000. At the present time
there are 1,400 members of the
LoboClub.
The money helps out the
athletic department in various
ways. The university decides how
and where the money should be
spent.
The Lobo Club does sponsor
events, such as the Annual AllSports banquet, the Lobo Club
Golf Tournament, which raises
money for the golf team, and joga·thon. They also provide the
bumper stickers for the athletic
department, give the senior
football and basketbll players
rings, and when a team, such as
the men's golf team wins a WAC
title they provide both the player
and the coaches with special
rings.
McCarty sees his duties as
being an organizer and ad·
ministrator in the fundraising
support of UNM and the athletic
program.
"We tcy not to exclude anyone
from membership that's why we
have different plans for people,"
McCarty said.
"We enjoy raising money for
the school to support part of the
budget, and although we do raise
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Big River Production Presents

Gil Scott-Heron

Tuesday April29, 1980
Kimo Theatre
Tickets in advance $7.50
<i\.'o1If3b1l' <'I .:111 /ltkt'IJ'IM'•!Ct Ide •ll~ot- ... !X.JIII G('fl(lrd ~IIIH'"'· S.1nl<t
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Japan in Albuquerque is a six· week festival of cultural events
designed to expose Albuquerqueans to_the many marvels of Japanese
culture.

; ~·-· ''>\

Sumi·e Retrospective - A retrospective exhibit of Chuzo Tamotzu is
being shown at the Brandywine Galleries, Ltd,; 120 Morningside
Drive, NE; Aprill5 through May 31.
Tamotzu is an artist of both or~ental and occidental techniques. His
work reflects both his serious concerns with social issues and, in
contrast, the sunny humor with which he approached his own life.
Robert Ewing has described Tamotzu's work as "a happy marriage
of many worlds, with sumi-e ink drawings in combination with
sophisticated oils in which elements of surrealism combined with an
everpresent social consciousness."
George McCarty

quit a bit of money, it never not died down due to the athletic
problems.
seems to be enough," he said.
In reference to the recent
"People are complaining that
problems the Lobo Club had with we have athletes here that don't
the athletic department McCarty get a degree,but there are a lot of
said that there will no longer be a students attending school that
power struggle between the two, are not in sports, that also do not
and that he is sure that they can get their degrees," McCarty said.
work together.
"Athletics give kids an ex"The university and the cellent oppurtunity and it is a
athletic department needs the shame that some of them do not
Lobo Club. There is no need for a take advantage ofit," he said.
Lobo Club without the university
Before coming to UNM to
standing behind us," McCarty work for the Lobo Club McCarty
said.
was the Athletic Director at
"John Bridgers (Direcor of University of Texas·El Paso for
Athletics} and I are old friends, I 22 years and held the same
am sure that we can work well position at New Mexico State
together," he said.
Universty for five years.
McCarty was aware of the
McCarty said that he came to
athletic problems at UNM before UNM because he liked the area
taking the job.
and needed a change of position.
"I do not care about the
"It was a good oppurtunity for
problems, I can't cry over success. I have been working
something that happened a with athletics for over 22 years
month ago. What I am worried and I needed a career change,"
about is what is going to happen, McCarty said.
and I know that things are going
At the recent sports banquet
to get better," McCarty said.
that the Lobo Club sponsered
McCarty said that he hopes McCarty said that the Lobos are
support for the Lobo Club has on the way up.

Campbell Leaves
Borrego Lone Pitcher
By Ernest Montoya
Lobo Sports Writer
Since the departure of Nancy
Campbell from the UNM
women's softball team, Tippy
Borrego has suddenly become the
pitching staff on the Lobo team.
Freshman Gilli Goff also a
pitcher has been used sparingly
throughout the season, but
Borrego has carried· most of the
load.
Borrego has accounted for 162
of the 264 innings that Lobo
pitchers have hurled so far this
season. Yet Borrego has a
modest Earned Run Average of
just 1.51.
Despite the impt:,essive ERA,
Borrego has a record of 8-12.
Many of those losses being low
scoring affairs.
"It is just so frustrating, I've
never lost so many games in my
life. I think I'm pitching good
then we lose the game on a dumb
error or a wild pitch or
something, but then I think that
1 should have done a better job
pitching too."
But Borrego is not the only one
to blame as the Lobo hitters have
not been so red-hot. They have
been held to 98 runs this season,

.JAP.IAN

including just four runs in the
past 55 innings.
Borrego said she does not
know what the problem is. She
said everyone has been hitting
the ball pretty decent in practice.
Borrego is a transfer student
from Cerritos Junior College in
California. She makes her home
in Paramount, California.
Recruited by Susan Craig,
while competing last summer in a
tournament held in Albuquerque.
Craig then pffered Borrego a
scholarship and she decide to
take it.
" I wasn't really thinking
about going to college or leaving
California, but I decided it was
time for me to get away," said
Borrego.
Borrego, a BUS major, has
been playing softball for 10
years.
Her experience has ranged
from the Bobby Sox League as a
youngster to American Softball
Association and now as a Lobo.
Borrego is hesitant as to
whether or not she will return to
school next year. Softball will be
a major part of that decision.
Borrego along with other team
members were shocked with the

Japan: A Self-Portrait - Seventeen photographers have elaborated
on their c.oncems with the quality of Japanese life in "Japan: A Self·
Portrait''. The themes range from the nostalgic look at the traditional
Japanese values to stark appraisals of a culture caught between
eastern and western life styles.
The exhibit will be in the lower level Gallery of the Main Library,
501 Copper,NW through May 31.
Japanese Textile Design - One of Japan's master craftsmen, Shuji
Asada, will present a program on Japanese textile design on Thursday, April24, at 7:30 in the Main Library Auditorium, 501 Copper
NW.
This past winter, Asada has been conducting a series of workshops
in katazome stencil dyeing technique throughout the United States.
He will present a workshop in Albuquerque April 25 and 26 at the
Main Library.
·
Influence of Japan on Western Art - "The Japanese Influence on
Western Art" is the topic of a lecture by Douglas George; Saturday,
April26 at 2 p.m. in the Main Library Auditorium, 501 Copper, NW.
George is an assistant professor in the art department at UNM.
'l'he influence of the Japanese remains a potent one today, with the
added element of a powerful return influence from West to East.
Japanese Monster Movies - The KiMo presents some of the best in
Japanese horror films. Horrific creatures from the dawn of time hom
again in cinema. They will terrify as well as amuse and thrill you.
"Godzilla vs. Megalon" and "Destroy All Monsters" start at 1:30
p.m., April 27. "Mothra" and "The Mysterians" start at 1:30 p.m.,
May 4 at the .KiMo.
Admission for each double bill is $1 for adults and $.50 for children.

Group Seeks
Public Aware ness
Public awareness of U~~f arts
is one of the goals of U~M·s new
Arts Management Group.. said
Clayton Karkosh, Theatre Arts
professor and the group's advisor.
Chartered by ASUNM, the
group was formed in response to
a growing need among theatre
arts students for further study
and experience in the arts
management field. Karkosh said
arts management provides
students with the best possible
job opportunities in the arts.
UNM's Arts Management
Group is one of the few of its type
in the nation.
Karkosh said future projects
the group is working on include a
monthly College of Fine Arts
newsletter,
information and
financial aid for internships in
arts management.
While originally the group
consisted of students primarily
interested
in
theatre
management, Wells said now the
group has members involved in
music and fine arts as well.
Membership in the group is open
to anyone exhibiting serious
interest in arts management,
Karkosh said.

Choreography

Sale
Sensations!
Jean9 8c Slack$

tt0.99
Open 10-6 Mon-Sat.
Across From UNM

1720 Central SE
Boogie To:

Pulse
Happy Hour3·6

(Continued From page 7)
The faculty choreographed,
student executed concert will be
presented April 25 and 26 and
May 1-3 at 8 p.m. in Rodey
Theatre.
Tickets are $4 for the Friday
and Saturday performances, $3
for Thursday night. Admission
for senior citizens< and UNM
faculty, staff and students are
half· price.

KRST Welcomes

Contemporary Japanese Prints - Some of Japan's most creative
artists will exhibit works in the UNM Art Museum exhibition of
"Contemporary Japanese Prints," April27 through May 25.
The works shown utilize a variety of media including silk-screen,
lithography, photo-serigraphy, woodcut and combinations of media.
Art News mag!ll!:ine said contemporary Japanese printmakers delve
into the areas of "Neo-Dada, anti-art, art as play and idea, dream
imagery, autobiography, sex, irony, angst obsession; and ur~an
alienation." They said, "This is the stuff of Japan's prints today, Wlth
a special Japanese twist."
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Come to

UNM Ballroom Dance Club

Spring Formal

Tippy Borrego
announcment by Campbell to
,leave the team.
'' I guess Nancy didn't want to
throw the pitches Tammy, (Goff)
was calling and I had just pitched
the game before and it made me
really mad when I had to come in
a pitch again," said Borrego.
"Now I guess I'm feeling the
way Nancy was feeling, everyone
thought she was God. When I
would get in trouble I would get
pulled out of the game and she
would come in and be expected to
save the day. Now the same
thing happens when Gilli gets in
trouble, I get called in expected
to save the day," said Borrego.

~PAT TRAVERS

featuring music by

The Scotsmen
May 2 SUB Ballroom 8-11 p.m.
Tickets can be purchas~ at.the Dance Club
on Friday nights from 7:30-9:30 p.m.

sz•o non-member

spo

member and guest
for more ilifomwtion call
K arl277-2391
Sandy .243-505)
Vmita 243-4:J06

$300

at the door

Thursday, May 15th
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium
$8.00 odvance/$8.50 day of show
Produced by Larry Vallon Presents

•
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Te<ln-

"112

HOUSING

!t'tt

ROOM"i IN l.ARGF. ht,U'ie. $100-·$125.

N\1

~mokcr'f';.

p~·t.,,
~

Bl:DriOOM

i\f~kO'S

n

Prt...<r SI·RVIl'l IIHM

mmut~: PJ;;~Jlilrl

~6~:~.;1 ~~~f,~~-~~2'2

Sclc..:m~-J

and

Phow•. Nu i.lJ:I'f!4tintmcm.

__,_,_,. ..__________..!!!:

tm•.uh~11N.'

J1<;J. Valley Rental•,, fee

4 '25

(J\.,._J}Jt!S~-()NI~ DFDROOM, \·omplete ~~~' t.:'Jl,
JI'>PI''•JI, JWn1 tnu. $110. low t:k•pto',ll, U•.:' t "'-L
Votll~·'< Rcmah, •.mall !{'e.
~ .:"n~TL~~l~Yilnll·S sifaO. lWo bl'lhm,m. :_.~,~-, 1:, ~~
patiiJ, ktd'>

lm~. ~62-l,.c.l

\.,,;h-.._

ltL'm.th, ·.man tee.
t ;;-.
i ·~\fARf:\. t AH(,r, 1 bdr .• laundry, o11;,1 !,_ ..• PMI
1-mm..,hcJ 'S21~.84~-M5~.16b·2Mt.
J ~S
t\ VAil ABi 1·- N"o\V. l.AROI~ I &~Z~~J1~";H, d~
1 ~ Nut.k frum llni\<:r~ity-~ laundry room. r~·-t~·.uhm
rtwm. outdu~rr J'OOl. 26t;:,()UJ L
5-t02
\\"t\N f I 0 U\JY a hou'>e m the UNM area? Call
Su··it' U~arli .u WalkN~Hmklc Reali)', 26R·4SS1.
<Ol'NTRY l.lVINti J 1,2 A(RES piU> house,
harn~o. irrigation plus V!Cil for sal". 1 ~w.- tlown
fW-'Il'lCnt, ltH'i imere'>t. Call !\-1ark 268--4551 If mdcs
4 '2~
lwnH'ily.
R00~1M.<\.TI' FOR 1,\IRNISIIHl two bedroom
hllu•,e .near l :NM. Sll S plu\. -842·9879 after 2 p.m.
4'28
l:H'ICII.:NCY APT., 1\JRNISHED, near UNM,
I VI-. P,rt.ret!r~·. SBOtmo- 345,1250.

H'MAl F
Ril.lgctrc~t

OLDTOWN

., 1.!

·r-\·~·rAY-;f:

4
11)(ifi

('HR.SYU~R

NEWPORT,

2~

1 ~·rt\•r

$400

•,axuphone, $250 or bc~t offer. Call883·975"
l ;_.,
1975 S I'ARHRE. FOUR SPEED, oneowm'', ~'>.lliJtl
miles, excellent condition. $2000. 2.66-10~6.
4 28
i\nJ.CiOLD DUSTER. AC PS PB. Good condition.
Ur~l offl.•r, o"'·cr $1000. ZSS-4004.
4125
!lARKROOM EQUIPMENT
INCLUDINU
enlarger, $100. 268·2BZ2 after l p,m,
4/30
MOPHl, OLD BUT dependable. $95, 265·0168.
4125
MUST SACRIFICE 1968 CHEVEI I.E Malibu, two
duor, automatic, !imall V-8, good ~::ondition. $800.
(all811-.1509aftcr4p.m.
5 12
Ill iAf fURNTABL!i, $65. 265·0151.
4 ls
HOME SP~AKI:RS PIONEER 3-way>. Still uu.lcr
Wi.lrranty. Also two tape decks, one JVC cassettL·. ~>ne
uh.lt"rSonyRcel. Newcondition.296-9720.
--1 .:;o;

6.

$1~"u

Caii266.076S.

m

4 ZH

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME JOB, graduate students only. After·
noons und evenings. Must be able to work Friday ilnd
Saturday night'i. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
per~on, no phone calls, plea~e. Savcway Liquor
Stores, at 5704 Lorn us NE. 5516 Mcnaul NE.
tfn
$510/THOUSAND FOR encveiOP<5 you mail,
Pm10ge pnid. Free information. Contact R.S., P.O.
ll<lK 196 D, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 83&14.
5125
DIAt A SUMMER job.! Skilled clerical and
'lecrcUlrJal. Unskilled industrial and Jebor. Car and
phone necessary, Please: call: Manpower T<:mporary
Scrvicc'i, 256·9801 or2.56·3526.

ROOM MAn

WANT!:D,

4."25

LA 90007
4/:\0
WANlH) I(J HJRE prl)grum t:tmnlinawr: $900

monthly.

Some

experir.-nce with community
ur!~ani1atiunc.,,
pmpo~al
writing, bookkccpmg.
Im..:re\1 in women working in non,·traditional jllb\ .

Send re~ume: Women·~ Trude Cc:nter, Box 446;\,

rrt: HJR ~ale. l ·heap pri~.:P. 242~.:.-~,N

5/12

FARN UP TO S500/IOOO mailing our dr..:ulars. For
information, F.mpirc Publishing: Depoutmcnt NM
PO 1069, Middlclown, Ohio45042,
4/2K
PRESCHOOl,
PROGRAM
COORDINATOK
wanted for Nonh Valley YMCA, Morning\, 9:1u
11:>0. Conta" YMCA. 344·3337.
4 ~o
PROPO<;Al WRITER!Sl NcEIJED. Compensat"'"
~.:ummcn~uratc voith effecti\o'Cne~s. Subject: Nutit11t,ll
\-1anagemcnt CQUfcrcncc. 247-8407.
.c:. 11 I
Pl:RSONS TAl ENT.I;D IN arw and t:raftr.. cremhr..'
;mwcml'nt, dom~:c. mu~il;. creative drnmau~-..
,;nupcrati'.-c same~. tcarn <opono;. Summer yom11
rc;:rcalitm Jlrogram. Part·tin1c pmuiun<>. YWt'A, Nl
ht~mo,;h. (·au Suc;an. 293-S3W.
S10l
Nl·H) rtVF SlJC('I~ss oricmed \:oupJr;:s or single~
\\lin \\j4,h to me tl~cir c,parc time lo_build a lucrati"':,

Albuq. NM 87196.
4128
CONTJ\lJ('TION: DUDDHJST STLIPA-Cnlifornia.
~killed or apj1rentice. Room r~nd hoard. (415} 849-

0\108 or 84)-681$. Write: 2425 Hillside Ave.,
Berkeley, ColiL 94104.
4125

SUMMER DAY CAMP needs cotmcc;:lon, both nwn
and women: an. mmic, sport'i, cnvironmel•l,:;.
general. May 26-Aug. 15, Mon-Fri., 9;30 a.m 1 it•
p.m. Work-study or regular employment. Mu·o~ :.h..
~o:hildren and being outdoor~. YWCA., 247-8841 -4 ~(,

,
7.

TRAVEL

l\1h·Crthc in the DAII y LOHO dav;Ui~d '-l'1..tit 1il- _ttu
~·CHII.DRLN'S C-i\ <I Dr T() Albuquerque:' IJ,m•;
ll•avr 1wm~: without it. $2,95 ii.~ 'l'rc~p<hSI.'f" Wtllmm
t hildrcn'<; Uuok.,wrc. ;?.6X-4fi01.
~--=-'"" --~
fALl -ACAIJl·MIC YEAR 80-81 iu S.nllll

Ar.tcri..:a. Study .,..ith LIN!\.1 in Qnih•.
:;n~ Ortega.

8.

hfnn!HIIll•U,

5. 12

MISCELLANEOUS

Pl~NPAl

S! SENO SI:;U·-addrcr.r..cU :.tamjWtl l'l!·
velopc for information. lrtcrnational Pen hi~n~~.

ELB, 1720 Faith Couu,

Nn.

Albu.querqu~. f'\·1

n11~

4 '"

Hl-FI HOUSE ·'ittle up to 30 -and 50 P"rl'enl tl!f
facto-ry list. This fisc;:~! year-end ,.;ale end<> Arril :10th.
~u:reo-pro !>OUnd. great '>pcakcr buys. tu.rntAJ--tk..,,
r~cciver~.

amps, decks, mixers. etc. Top {ll the hm.•
brands. 30 years of quality. Hi fl House. 3011 Mt,1Hr.:'
Vi\! a NE. ca'it of UNM near (iirard on ('cmrul ~I·.
255-1694, Alileen& Herb Brigg-1.
, 4 :w
SKATf CITY'S RENTAL truck io ot the Dairy
Queen on wcckl.'nl.i'i. 25~4336, lOti Mmnin1'-"'ilir:.
4 1 24

NEED A PASSENGER to help with travclt:\pcn~es1

--------------~

.

Donor Drawing!!
1st Prize

B~~~~J~~ebl ~~ .~~-~~.
w .... -r.,.r-.,

turnta e ~'---'--·
2nd Prize Two leg weight sets
3rd Prize Two sets of Coors mug
Each ~nd Donation in a week your name gets into the bowl April
15 thru May 30. Drawing will be held Monday, June 2. Winners
names will be posted. Winners have until 6:00 p.m. June 6, 1980
to claim prize,
New donors
bring this ad for

·$50"

bo By Paula Easly
on Lobo Sports l<Jditm:

Yale Blood Plasma 122 Yale
,
266-5729
.._expnes May 30, 1980_....

r-------------,

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

( 'arliiiC·

area. Sl 10, I<~ utihti~s. t1cpo5it. 25~·4137.

4'25
NONSMOKJN!;· H'MAI.t ROOMMATE wanted to
... hare 2 hcdtuom apt. near Carlisle and Gibson. $95
plu., utilitie~. 2664123.

4-"30

Learn To Rock climb?
Annual UNM Mountain Club
Hock Climbing School
First meeting Wed,
Apri123. Rm. 231 C-0,
SUB. at7:30

On April 26 & 27 ·Two day ses·
sions (meet in front of Johnson
Gym at 8 a.m. Price $3.00 per
day and $5.00 for weekend)
Beginners Welcome

Putt Putt
Golf Courses
2 for 1 Specia I
Receive one free game
of Putt Putt golf
with the purchase
of one game
at regular price.
with coupon
5100 San Mateo N.E.
9801 Lomas N.E.
(across from los AHos park)

Umll one coupon
per person per day

L-----~~~~~·!!12..-~--!

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Classified Advertising
Marron Hall,

!>l

4-·25

and ...

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

UIJ

hrcplo:u:c, nine-foot closet~- E"cellcot furm~llrJI).! ...
Jnmlatcd for quictnes'). $320. utilities paid. Furmr..lu:d
Hnc bellroum house with 'iiUdy. Hardwood nm.m.
$1~7. ~(I plm utilities. Both in UNM arcot and im·
nHJt:ulale. No .rct5, children. 842·092~.
S/ 12
MARRIFD VET STUDENTS want to hou~e-sit
.Jum.•, July, Au~U<.;t. Will provide excellent ~arc of
home, plant'i, animah. 281·3342, dayli. 281-3078,
C\emnH''
S/12
C:N~I 4 DLOC'K~. MOJlloRNl/1:!) three bedroom.
nrv.-cr appliam;C'•· f'cnt:c:d. kidt.., pt'lr,. $240. ('all 262

~·-·tiled ~'tCC'J!L't'!-.

d!!:tuo, ~!1fJU nr hC'ol qfft•r. Call81J.J5fl1J niter 4!,

1970 VW FASTBA<'K, RFCF.NT o\o·crhaul.

IHI· (lfA!lEl.--~1/PhHH Jo"tion ncar lJNM &
dnwntowu. BU'> ~o.crvit.:c every .~0 minute'l. 1 bedmorn
ur cffiden•;y, $Jt)5.$260. All Uliliti::-; paid. THuxe
kit..:hcn with dishwao;hcr & tli'ipnsul, rc.:reation ru,,m,
'>wimming paol~ TV .room & laundry. Adult t.DII<Pil·~.
no prts- 15.20 Uni\'er~lty NF. 243·2494.

268·1654.
l·.NORMOUS TWO

I''OR SALE

~""offer.

SERVICES

wn" l

~-

1' 12

lhJffi(', _2<(,..;1J(]4.

1

\fl ;Lj I Sl II I'Ht9 CHlVELU~ Malibu, ~mull \ "·
ar J.';,,;rt ~.:nm.htitm, the interior i~ in ex.l:ellcnt ,.•1•·

"· fl2

I A~t..i~-Aftii;i·"IA.KI~l. -WILi~.ay

I ASY J·,XTRA INCOME! $50011000 >HiffinB <O·
'vclope"i ~guaranteed. Send sclf-adllrc..,o,ed, stamped
t>nvelopc tu: Dc:;~~ter Entcrpri'>l!~. 30:19 Shrine Pl. l A.

5/11.'

.t ll•
~, .m-

< tH lN~I:IJNtJ J-l1RTPJliAi;f~,-2li6':1W~~----·-4 ~H

c

t:~.~.>~~·-l_~y! __;!~t 0744

5.

1. x1;I iii·i::-~~c-i-=-i;: ··;.r(riUA1-I-TYPJs 1-:•. ~,,h!llf!., tam pap•:r·•• k!Wr'>, rc~lmH.•·,,maiii!'·\IJpr-..
t'!r,'.

•,c.;und incnmc. Own your own hu':tine% with 110
l.'apital in"\le<itrncnt. Call after ti p.m. 29H-0307. 4nR

f,,c02

.'j'j ii!\.1' 'JiAiii1{;-:t,;;:~-;~~~~-~;·; ... , .~'N

~lflfJ

lH fJ\\-·i,:f I!: S'J:/\R UN!vl. ~ bedroom, I 3/4 bath'>,
011•l W·, u.••ner will finan~;t". No agem·•. See to ap-

(berweenJournall<moodBiology)

Open from 8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m. Monday
through Friday. Ads in by noon will appear
in the next day's issue.
Cost 1 Ot per work per day for ads running
five or more consecutive days. 16t per word
for single insertions,

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily lobo
time(s) beginning
• under the
heading (circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

Enclosed$_ _ _ _ Placed by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ __

ACROSS
62 Room
1 Highway
63 Incompetent
5 Flagstone
64 Diet cause:
9 Clog
2words
14 Sea eagle
66 Direct
15 Regulation
67 Russian river
68 Girl's name
16 Foolish
17 Certain
69 Swordfish
pledges:
part
2words
70 Cheese
19 Swagger
71 Radicals
20 Up to then
DOWN
21 Sound judg1 Puzzle
ment:
2 Praying fig2 words
ure
23 Barrel slats
3Santa25 Discolor
4 Rescue
26 Dines
5 Theater abbr.
28 Household
6 Thoracic
32 Wiseacre:
organ
2words
7 Actor Ray,
37 Zest
et al
38 La-,
8 Make drunk
Mexico
9 Pantywaists
39 Sand piles
10 Feeler
41 Verb suffix
11 Farm build42 Monads
ing
45 Turncoats
12 Burden
48 Eat up
13 Head: Fr.
50 Trampled
18 Animal sound
51 Bedaub
22 Foal's parent
54 Row
24 Town: Dutch
58 Effective act 271nsult

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved

29 Eager
30 Used up
31 Energy units
32 Mining nail
33 Spouse
34 USSR sea
35 Comp. pt.
36 Copper
40 Slave
43 More overgrown
44 Indonesian
Island
46 Spiny shrub

47 Connecting
device
49 Soak
52 Passageway
53 Lassoed
55 "TheMutiny"
56 Bitter
57 Ovules
58 Fellow
59 Jackpol
60 Fir pole
61 Zola title
65 Batter

